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1:00pm - 9:00pm Registration

Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

Sunday May 4th

Monday May 5th

Delta Halifax 
8th Floor Lobby

Delta Halifax Baronet 
Ballroom (1-6)

6:00pm - 8:00pm

7:30am - 8:30am

7:00am - 4:00pm

Opening Reception

Breakfast

Registration

8:30am - 9:00am Welcome

9:00am - 10:00am Context-setting and Orientation
Remarks by TV personality Rex Murphy, who knows what makes Canadians tick, and  what 
drives our political and social affairs.  He provides thought-provoking, sometimes stinging, 
commentary and original insights on current events.

In his unique way, he will set the stage for the entire conference. 

~ Rex Murphy, Weekly television commentator on CBC TV’s The National and host of CBC Radio’s 
Cross Country Checkup.

Room 100 WTCC*

L2 Foyer WTCC

Room 200DE WTCC

10:00am - 10:30am Coffee Break

Room 200C  WTCC

* WTCC = World Trade & Convention Centre

Room 200DE WTCC
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Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

Monday May 5th

Room 200DE WTCC

10:30am - 12:00pm Aging Infrastructure:  Pay Now or Pay Later 
Much of the utility infrastructure that supports Canadians every day was built many decades 
ago.  For many utilities, a lot of the infrastructure in their service fleet is approaching the end 
of its service life.  There has been a focus in recent years on the challenges facing utilities and 
regulators regarding the construction of new additional infrastructure; however, the real 
challenge facing utilities and the regulators is how to continue to meet the public’s service 
expectations and plan for replacement of this existing infrastructure over the long term.  This 
session will identify the current status quo for existing utility assets in Canada and will address 
issues such as what can, and should be, done to extend the service life of existing assets, the 
cost of doing so and how to manage the inevitable need for large replacement projects.  The 
panel will share experiences and learnings on achieving this balance, including a discussion of 
accountability (regulator, project proponent, host community, policy makers) for maintaining 
this balance. 

~ Moderator:   Willie Grieve, Q.C., Chair, Alberta Utilities Commission 
~ Roberta Clarke, Q.C., Board Member, Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board
~ Anthony Haines, President and CEO, Toronto Hydro Electric System 
~ Hélène Sicard, Barrister and Solicitor

12:00pm - 1:00pm Luncheon 

1:00pm - 2:30pm Maintaining Service Quality in Tough Times
The majority of Canadians think about their utilities on two occasions: (1) when they have to 
pay their monthly bill and (2) when the service is not available. Canadians have come to expect 
that power and gas service will always be available. Providing this service 24 hours a day, every 
day, comes at a cost. The focus of this session will be on how to manage expectations of service 
delivery while balancing the costs of doing so. The panel will share experiences on achieving 
this balance and will discuss such matters as: What does service quality mean?  What service 
level should be the goal? Who is or should be accountable (regulator, project proponent, host 
community, policy makers) for managing this expectation and what happens when expectations 
are not met?

~ Moderator:  Len Kelsey, Chair, British Columbia Utilities Commission
~ Rosemarie Leclair, Chair, Ontario Energy Board
~ Nancy Rubin, Q.C., Partner, Stewart McKelvey 
~ Janet Sena, Senior Vice President and Director of Policy and External Affairs, 
    North American Electric Reliability Corporation

Room 100 WTCC

Room 200DE WTCC
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2:30 pm - 3:00pm Break

Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

Monday May 5th

Room 200C WTCC

Room 200DE WTCC

3:00pm - 4:30pm Innovation – Who Benefits?  Who Pays?
It is through innovation that we increase productivity and reduce input costs. When one’s 
business is selling energy, the result of innovation may be to reduce revenues. Innovation is 
good for the customer, but it is not quite so clear for the regulated utility, so who should pay for 
it?  If it is the utility who pays for innovation, what are the incentives to innovate, when the utility 
can expect a “reasonable” rate of return under normal operations?  If it is the ratepayers who 
pay for innovation, who determines which project to pursue?  As with all “research” projects, not 
all of them will be successful in achieving the goals.  If the ratepayer is funding the innovation, 
some controls need to be in place to ensure a reasonable chance of success.  Can the costs of 
abandoned research projects be considered “used and useful”, so that they can be recovered 
from ratepayers?   

~ Moderator:  Bill Lahey, Chair, Efficiency Nova Scotia
~ Mike Howard, President, Electric Power Research Institute
~ Chris Huskilson, President and CEO,  Emera 
~ Martin Imbleau, Vice President, Development & Renewable Energies
   Gaz Métro

5:30pm Depart for “The Ultimate Lobster Supper” 

6:00pm - 7:00pm Reception

7:00pm - 9:00pm “The Ultimate Lobster Supper”
- Cunard Centre - 961 Marginal Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia

Cunard Centre
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7:00am - 4:00pm Registration

Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

Tuesday May 6th

L2 Foyer WTCC

Room 100  WTCC

7:30am - 8:30am Breakfast

8:30am - 10:00am Unintended Consequences of Government Policy
Governments make policy and regulators make decisions within the bounds of policy.  Easy to 
say, but perhaps not as easy to implement.  Sometimes the line between policy and regulation 
is not clear.  Sometimes, policy and regulation have unintended impacts on one another. 
This session will explore examples of these cross impacts.  Who are the stakeholders in the 
development of government policy?  Can unintended consequences of government policy be 
avoided, especially unintended regulatory consequences, and if so how?  

~ Moderator:  Sean Conway, Visiting Fellow, Ryerson Centre for Urban Energy, 
    Ryerson University 
~ Duncan Hawthorne, President and CEO,  Bruce Power 
~ Andrew Leach, Associate Professor, Alberta School of Business, University of Alberta
~ Nancy G. Tower , FCA, Executive Vice President of Business Development, Emera Inc., and CEO, 
    Emera Newfoundland and Labrador

10:00am - 10:30am Break

Room 200C WTCC

Room 200DE  WTCC

10:30am - 12:00pm Consultation and Engagement: A Potential Game-Changer?
Infrastructure has to be built in order to ensure reliability and security of supply.  Governments 
are implementing programs such as green energy programs to ensure long term supply and 
for environmental reasons.  However, there is more to building new electricity infrastructure 
than engineering and financing and more to implementing new government programs than 
a policy decision.  One of the greatest hurdles continues to be winning public approval in host 
communities.  Panel members will share experiences and learnings on how best to develop an 
engagement and consultation strategy that focuses more on outcomes than on process – what 
are the appropriate principles to help achieve social acceptance? Who carries what role and 
accountability (regulator, project proponent, host community, policy makers)?  And what can 
happen when it goes wrong? 

~ Moderator:  Ian Thompson, Associate Publisher, The Chronicle Herald  
~ Emay Cowx, Principal,  C2C Strategies 
~ Colette D. Honorable, President, National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners    
   (NARUC)
~ Karl Johannson, President, Natural Gas Pipelines, and Executive Vice President, 
     TransCanada Corporation 

Room 200DE  WTCC
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Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

Tuesday May 6th

1:00pm - 2:30pm Infrastructure Security – Preparing for the Worst 
Energy related infrastructure is essential to the well-being of the country. Because of their 
importance, infrastructure systems are designed to include numerous protections, safeguards 
and redundancies. But despite our best planning, significant failures will occur. Whether it 
be caused by severe weather, human error or interference, or some other event, operators of 
essential infrastructure must be prepared to manage the worst.

The panel will discuss their experiences and best practices for both preventing disaster and 
managing disasters when they occur.

~ Moderator: Paula Conboy, Board Member, Ontario Energy Board 
~ Bruce Burrell, Fire Chief, City of Calgary 
~ Daniel Richard, President, Hydro-Québec Distribution, Hydro-Québec
~ Brian Hahn, President, ATCO Pipelines

Room 200DE WTCC

2:30pm - 3:00pm Break

Room 200C  WTCC

3:00pm - 4:30pm Cybersecurity:  Mountain or Molehill? 
Whether the issue is vandalism or storm-related , utilities have traditionally focused attention on 
reliability, resiliency, and physical security of their networks. But how well are they prepared for cyber 
attacks, be they of the nuisance variety or outright malicious?

Technological modernization of the grid is introducing new portals for cyber threats to enter the 
system. Distributed generation, micro-grids, smart grids, and even vehicle charging stations are all 
incorporating increased two-way communications channels that are outside of the traditional in-
house utility operating environment.

Cybersecurity vulnerabilities can be found wherever data exchange and computer systems are 
deployed.  Do existing critical infrastructure standards offer sufficient protection?  Do utilities need 
enterprise-wide cybersecurity programs?  Does your utility need an enterprise-wide cybersecurity 
program? What are the drivers of cybersecurity expenditures and what are the probing questions 
that regulators must ask?

~ Moderator:  Philip B. Jones, Commissioner, Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission
~ Francis Bradley, Vice President, Policy Development, Canadian Electricity Association
~ Andre van Dijk, VP System Operations, ENMAX Power Corporation
~ Robert W. (Bob) Gordon, Special Advisor, Cyber Security, Public Safety Canada 

Room 200DE  WTCC

12:00pm - 1:00pm Luncheon

Room 100 WTCC
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Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

7:30am - 8:30am Breakfast

Room 100 WTCC

Wednesday May 7th

7:00am - 11:00am Registration

L2 Foyer  WTCC

8:30am - 10:00am Are We Financing or Mortgaging Our Future?
We have experienced a long period of unprecedented low interest rates and equity returns.  
Utilities have been seen as a safe haven for investments with regulated, steady, returns.  So it has 
been relatively easy for utilities to obtain the financing they need to maintain/update/expand 
infrastructure.  Could there be a glut of overindulgence?  Are utilities still seen to be exercising the 
same fiscal discipline when money was tight?  What storm clouds are in the future to upset this rosy 
picture?    Are the actions of regulators affecting the cost of capital?  How do the capital markets view 
the regulatory environments in which the utilities operate?

~ Moderator:  Kimberley Mason, Regional President Atlantic Provinces, Royal Bank  of Canada 
~ Mark Laing, Vice President, Debt Research,  Pipelines & Utilities, BMO
~ Walter Schroeder, Chairman, Dominion Bond Rating Service

Room 200DE  WTCC

10:00am - 10:15am Update: International “Women in Energy” Initiative

10:15am - 10:45am Break

Room 200C WTCC

Room 200DE  WTCC
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Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

Wednesday May 7th

12:00pm - 12:15pm Concluding Remarks

10:45am - 12:00pm Communications - Don’t Shoot the Messenger
Regulatory boards and commissions are typically quasi-judicial bodies, which issues legally-
binding decisions after lengthy proceedings and thorough examination of evidence. 
Traditionally, a board lets its decisions speak for themselves, and does not elaborate on its 
reasoning.

In today’s social and political environment, with growing public involvement, an organized 
civil society and concerned citizens, tough questions are asked and clear answers are expected.  
The media is moving from in-depth analysis by professional journalists to 140 character twitter 
coverage;

• How is the regulator fitting into this social dynamic and how can it survive in the media jungle 
without losing its quasi-judicial soul?
• How, and to what extent, should the regulator open a dialogue with interested parties without 
breaching the rule of impartiality?
• How should regulators deal with political issues?

~ Moderator: Shawn McCarthy, Global Energy Reporter, Globe and Mail
~ Gaétan Caron, Chair and CEO, National Energy Board
~ Scott Hempling, Attorney at Law LLC
~ Graham Steele, Former Minister of Finance, Nova Scotia and Former Minister
    responsible for the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board Act

Room 200DE  WTCC
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Reliability and Security:
A Kaleidoscope of Regulatory Challenges CAMPUT 2014

The Partner Program includes the opening reception, breakfasts, lunches and admission 
to The Ultimate Lobster Supper on Monday, May 5th – Register your partner/guest online 
as part of your delegate registration.

PARTNER PROGRAM

Monday May 5th
8:45am Partner Program Briefing 

Halifax and Peggy’s Cove Tour - We start off with a trip to Peggy’s Cove - an artists’ and 
explorers’ paradise for well over 150 years. This picture-perfect village on the rugged 
Atlantic shore stands on solid rock above the crashing surf. The coastline is famous for 
pirates, shipwrecks, and one of the most photographed lighthouses in the world. Choose 
between free time to explore this unique area, or join your guide for a walking tour of 
the cove before heading back to Halifax having experienced why no trip to Nova Scotia is 
complete without a visit to Peggy’s Cove.   

After lunch in Halifax, a history and anecdote-filled ride through the streets of Halifax 
will introduce you to one of North America’s most unique and captivating destinations. 
Hear of the days of rum-running and privateering, Halifax during the war years, the 
Titanic connection, and the exploits and heroism of the citizens that lived through the 
devastating Halifax Explosion in1917. Your excursion includes a picture stop at Citadel Hill 
and the Town Clock as well as admission to the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic which 
houses the world’s largest collection of wooden artifacts from the Titanic. 

Suite 204 - WTCC

Tuesday May 6th

9:00am Partner Program Briefing 

Wine and Gourmet Lunch Escape - This grape escape lets you experience three unique 
and award winning wineries located in the heart of the Annapolis Valley.  Sit back, relax 
and let us guide you through the breathtaking scenery of our wine country while you 
drink and eat true Nova Scotia flavours.  Learn about our unique wine region while 
sipping aromatic whites, traditional method sparkling and cool climate reds.  Also enjoy a 
gourmet lunch with wine in Wolfville.  This tour includes round-trip transportation, a fun 
and professional wine tour guide, tour and tasting at three wineries, and lunch.

Suite 204 - WTCC

Register Online Here:  http://www.webreg.org/register.cgi?event=146
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